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Time : 3 Hours

V Semester r.A.rEE4xaminarion, Mar ch 2o23
(CBCS)@'16*-? and Onwards) (F+R)

MATHEMATTCS (paper _ Vt)

PAHT - B

i

cs - 167

Max. Marks : 70

(5x2=10)

{2x10=20)

lnstruction : Answer all questions.

1. Answer any S questions.
PART _ A

a) Define geodesic on a surface.

t, 
ffrlfieJunction 

y which makes the integrar r = (, t, + xy, + xy,")dx an

c) Find the Euler's equation when f does not contain ,y, 
expliciily.

d) Evatuate 
J {sx + y)dx + (2y- x) dy 

"iong 
y = x from (0, 0) to (10, 10).

e) Evaturt. l. f txz +yz)dxdy.

r) Evitua. ilj. I;dydzdx.
g) State stoke's theorem.

h) Find the area of the circle x, * yr= a2 by double integration.

*1

Answer two fuil questions.

2. a) Derive rhe Euter,s equations in rhe form + - +(9) = oAy dx ( 0y,/

b) Find the extremal of the functional l*'y,, -y, +2ysecx)dx.jx, ,

OB

3' a) Find the Geodesics on a surface given that the arc length on the surface
lxz

S = J,,'.r/x(1+ 
y'2) dx.

b) Find the path in which a particle in the absence of friction will slide from one
point to another in the shortest time under the action of gravity.

P.T.O.
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4, a) Find the shape of a chain which hangs under gravity between two fixed

Points.

b) Find the extrerylalngf,,lhe functional fltr'' + x')dx subject to the constraint-' 
fiva* = 2 afi"#r;ifieiftg conditions v(0) = 0, v(1) = 1'

oR ', '**."Jf 
,r

'.{," 
r.1

5. a) Find the extremal'of thb integral I = JoY'' 
dx subiect to the constraint

ilrd* = 1 and having y(0) = 0, y(1) = 1 .

b) Find the equation of the curve which joins the points (0, 1) and (2, 3) and

atong which the integral ff rydx 
is a minimum.

PART - C

Answer two full questions. (2x10=20)

6. a) Compute I xdx-y dx around the square (0, 0), (1, 0), (1, 1), (0, 1).

b) Evaluat. JJ 
xy (x + y)dxdy over the region R bounded between the parabola

y = xz and the line y = x.

OR

u* 
x' dxdy and hence evaluate.

by double,inteEation, 
.

8. a) Evaluate xyzdzdydx'.

by changing to

9. a)

b)

b)

d"
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PART - D
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(2x10=20)Answer any two full questions.

10. a) State and prove Green's theorem.

11. a)

b)

12. a)

b)

13. a)

b) Using divergence theorem, evaluate JJn.nOs where F=4xi -Zy'i+x'k
and S is the surface enclosing the region forwhich x' * t'< 4 and 0 < z < 3.

Using divergence theorem evaluate IIt-i + yi + z't<;.nOs where s is the
s

closed surface bounded by the cone x' + y' = 22 and the plane z = 1

Using Green's theorem evaluate J 
e-'sinydx + e-*cosydy where C is the

rectangle with the vertices (0, 0), P,%) @,%), (r, 0).
?

Verify stoke's theorem for the function F = y'i + xyi - xzk where S is the

hemisphere x' + f + 22 = a2,z > 0.

SEte and prove Gauss'divergence theorem

OR

Using Green's theorem evaluate I"t*, + y'1dx + x'dy where C is the :

nd Y =x2'closed curve bounded by y = * *nO y --*, i

q:

Evaluate by Stoke's theorem I sinzdx- cosxdy + sinydz, where 'C' is theb)


